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Rationale and Background: Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) has been estimated to affect up to 0.5% of
adults and results in severe disability in approximately 15% of patients. Non-interventional
observational studies supplement clinical trials by providing data on the real-world clinical activity of
therapeutic agents such as adalimumab.
Research Question and Objectives: The research question explored in this study was whether the
effectiveness and safety of adalimumab was maintained during long-term therapy of AS patients in
routine clinical practice in Germany.
Primary study objectives were:
• Effectiveness (as assessed by changes in Bath AS Disease Activity Index [BASDAI] and Bath
AS Functional Index [BASFI] values)
• Safety (as assessed by reports of drug-related adverse events [AEs])
Secondary objectives included changes in:
• Additional disease activity parameters, including joint involvement, extraspinal manifestations,
and inflammatory markers
• Patient-reported outcomes, including global disease activity, fatigue, and pain
• The percentage of patients achieving Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society
(ASAS) improvement and partial remission criteria
• Socioeconomic parameters, including impairment in daily activities, sick leave, and
hospitalization
• Concomitant medication
Exploratory analyses included:
• Patient and disease parameters influencing changes in disease activity (BASDAI) or function
(BASFI) at Month 12
Study Design: Prospective, multicenter, observational (case-only) non-interventional
Setting: Routine clinical practice in Germany
Subjects and Study Size: Adult AS patients: 4681 subjects in safety set and 3756 subjects in full
analysis set (FAS; used for effectiveness analyses)
Variables and Data Sources:
Key variables: BASDAI; BASFI; AEs; joint counts, extraspinal manifestations, inflammatory markers;
patient-reported outcomes (global disease activity, fatigue, pain, and morning stiffness); socioeconomic
outcomes (days of impairment, sick leave, and in-patient hospitalization); concomitant medication
Data sources: Case report form
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